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Mission Possible 
 

TEXT:  Mark 14:36; Mark 10:27; Luke 18:27 
Mission Possible: Together We Can. When the Lord spoke that, He was 
talking about FCFTucson and what we’ve been called to as a Body.  But 
He was also talking about each of us, in our journey and walk with Him.  
We need reminded that the amazing, overwhelming, incredible, HUGE, 
too good to be true things He has spoken to us in His Word by the Spirit 
to your hearts ARE POSSIBLE.  2019 is a year of beginning to see some 
of the impossible realized in our lives, in our midst, as well as moving the 
Mission forward in our community. 
 All things are possible 

 There was a time in your life where you believed that Anything 
was possible. A time your imagination was vibrant, wonder filled 
your heart, and it was open.  A time you experienced life with a 
sense of newness, curiosity, and possibility 

 At some point, disappointment, frustration, laziness, negative 
attitudes, critics, & naysayers were allowed to overwhelm us. 

 NO MORE! At FCFTucson we are going to keep DREAMING & 
STRETCH our boundaries… Because we have been given a 
MISSION and it is POSSIBLE. 

 “Nothing is impossible, the word itself says 'I'm possible'!”  
Audrey Hepburn 

 “All Things are Possible…” Jesus said it. Mark 14:36; Mark 10:27 

“Life is like a restaurant; you can have anything you want as long 
as you are willing to pay the price.” 

 Life has a way of destroying dreams. Are you willing to dream again? 

 What are you willing to dream about? 

 Restored relationships, Sharing your faith, Praying for a sick 
person, Getting out of debt, Promotion, new job, Graduating, 
going to college, getting an internship 

 HOW can you PARTNER with the DREAMS of others? 

 We do this with our kids…signing them up for sports, 
lessons, and buy them costumes so they can dream of being 
firefighter/ninja/princesses. 

 THE LORD is ASKING US to PARTNER with HIS DREAM. 

 Matthew 9:37-38.  He prayed & asked others to pray. He’s 
had FCFTucson praying since 2004 too. 

 We will all tend to dream about things that don’t really matter 
until we let His dreams captivate our hearts. 

 What does Jesus dream about? 1 Tim 2:4 That all men 
would come to the knowledge of Him 

 What are you willing to do to pursue & follow His dreams? 

 He is the God of the impossible made possible. Luke 18:27 “The 
things which are impossible with men are POSSIBLE with God.” 

 How do we doubt God, and put so much faith in technology? 
“We live in such a special time when literally anything we can 
think of is possible.” ― Daniel Willey  

 “Anything is possible. You can be told that you have a 90-
percent chance or a 50-percent chance or a 1-percent chance, 
but you have to believe, and you have to fight.”   Lance 
Armstrong 

 Examples 
 Redemption was naturally impossible. Hebrews 10:4 
 Death Could Not Hold Him. Acts 2:24 
 Rewinds the Clock 40 min.  2 Kings 20:11; Isaiah 38:8 
 Hundreds of other examples. (bush on fire but not 

consumed, axe heads floating…) 

 With God ALL things are possible. He does impossible with & in us. 

 He freed Israel from slavery to Egypt – Why not me? 
 He turned regular people (Saul, David) into kings – Why not help 

you get a promotion? 
 He used a donkey to speak to Balam – Why not use us? 
 Fed thousands with one boy’s lunch and a little cooperation. – 

Why not use YOU in miracle of provision? 
 He transformed a crooked, stingy gangsta like Zacchaeus into a 

generous and humble man – He can help us live lovingly and 
impact others in our community? 

 All Things are Possible to him who believes Mark 9:23, John 15:7 

 Faith is the component that makes the IMPOSSIBLE  
POSSIBLE. Faith moves CAN’T into the realm of “It is done” 

 In 2019, God still needs a person to receive a dream, believe a 
dream, and then use their faith to walk it out. Simply put, the 
Creator of the universe has need of your faith today. – Jen 
Tringale  #dreamers #believers #whoweare #goforit 

 Dare to dream the WORD.  Dare to dream in His PRESENCE.  
Dare to open your heart to hear a WORD that stretches you. 

 IF you can’t believe God for the IMPOSSIBLE, Believe God for 
the IMPROBABLE. Start somewhere. 
 

All things are possible to him who believes. 
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